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Determining the Collision-Free Joint Space Graph for
Two Cooperating Robot Manipulators
Qing Xue, Anthony A. Maciejewski, and P. C-Y. Sheu
Abstract-The problem of path planning for two planar robot manip-
ulators that cooperate in carrying a rectangular object from an initial
position and orientation to a destination position and orientation in a
2-D environment is investigated. In this approach, the two robot arms,
the carried object and the straight line connecting the two robot bases
together are modeled as a 6-link closed chain. The problem of path
planning for the 6-link closed chain is solved by two major algorithms: the
collision-free feasible configuration finding algorithm and the collision-
free path finding algorithm. The former maps the free space in the
Cartesian world space to the robot's joint space in which all the collision-
free feasible configurations (CFFC's) for the 6-link closed chain are found.
The latter builds a connection graph of the CFFC's and the transitions
between any two groups of CFFC's at adjacent joint intervals. Finally,
a graph search method is employed to find a collision-free path for each
joint of the robot manipulators. The proposed algorithms can deal with
cluttered environments and is guaranteed to find a solution if one exists.
I. INTRODUCfION
There is an increasing need for robots to replace human beings at
dangerous or tedious jobs in manufacturing, in nuclear reactors, under
the sea, or in outer space. In these applications, the coordination of
multiple cooperating robots plays an important role. For instance, in
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the case where an object that needs to be carried by a single robot is
too large or too heavy, the coordination of two robot arms must be
provided. Generally speaking, motions executed by two cooperating
arms can be classified into two groups: loosely coordinated motions
and tightly coordinated motions [1]. The major difference between
them is that in loosely coordinated motions, two robot arms execute
two independent working sequences for two unrelated tasks, but share
a common working space. On the other hand, in tightly coordinated
motions, two robot arms execute two related working sequences for a
common task. This paper addresses the problem of collision-free path
planning for two tightly coordinated planar robot arms in a known
environment.
The problem of collision-free path planning for robots has been
studied for many years. However, most research on the path planning
problem has focused on a single robot. Among them, the configura-
tion space method [2], [3] and the method for solving the piano
movers' problem [4]-[6] have received the most attention. These
methods have been further developed for many different applications
in [7]-[13], particularly in view of reducing the computational
complexity.
When robotics research is extended from single arm operation
to coordinated multiple arm operation, many problems unique to
robot coordination emerge. These problems, include, but are not
limited to, kinematic coordination [14], dynamic coordination [15],
load distribution among robots [16], and minimum-time trajectory
planning [17]. Many researchers have examined these problems in
the last few years. Compared to the large number of new approaches
and results in the fields of kinematics and dynamic control, optimal
load distribution, and minimum trajectory planning, little progress has
been achieved in the field of collision-free path planning for tightly
coordinated robots
Collision-free path planning for coordinated robot coordination is
a relatively new research topic. An overview of existing approaches
is as follows: The problem of collision avoidance among two (or
multiple) loosely coordinated robots was investigated by Freund and
Hoyer [18], [19]. An approach to solve the problem of planning a
collision-free path for two tightly cooperating robot arms was given
by Fortune, Wilfong and Yap [20]. Another approach to the same
problem, was proposed by Zapata, Fournier and Dauchez [21]. In
the former approach, the robot manipulators were restricted to be
Stanford robot arms (spherical robot arms). In the latter approach,
objects were approximated as a combination of several spheres.
In this paper, we will describe an alternate approach to the path
planning problem for two planar robot manipulators with three
revolute joints that cooperate in carrying a rectangular object from
an initial position and orientation to a destination position and
orientation in a 2-D environment. This approach can deal with
cluttered environments and polygonal obstacles. In addition, the
proposed approach converges, that is, a collision-free path from the
initial position and orientation of the carried object to the final
position and orientation of the carried object will be found if it
exists. The central concept in this approach is to first locate the free
space in joint space and then compute a set of paths for the two
robot manipulators by using a graph search method in the joint free
space. The novelty of the approach presented here is that it combines
both approximate and exact components of the cell decomposition
technique. This is done by determining a mapping that allows one to
reduce the four coupled degrees of freedom in the system into a single
parameter and then to use the approximate cell-decomposition on the
0018-9472/93$03.00 © 1993 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Two planar three-degree-of-freedom manipulators that grasp an object
and form a 6-link closed chain.
remaining two dimensions. This has the advantage of providing an
exact answer to the dimension of the problem in which a mathematical
analysis can not be avoided as well as a lower dimensional component
in which approximate cell decomposition can be efficiently applied.
For simplicity, the dynamics of the moving object is not considered.
Furthermore, it is assumed that all information about the environment
is available (in contrast to work on collision avoidance in uncertain
environments [22]) so that path planning is performed off-line.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In our approach for finding the paths of two closely cooperat-
ing planar manipulators that carry a rectangular object in a 2-D
environment, it is assumed that each robot manipulator consists
of three revolute joints and the end-effectors of the two robot
manipulators grasp the rectangular object at points a and b, which are
the intersections of the boundary and the centerline of the rectangular
object (see Fig. 1). For convenience, point a is chosen as the reference
position for the carried object with the orientation defined as the angle
between the centerline of the rectangular object and the x-axis of the
world coordinate system. Furthermore, it is assumed that there are q
stationary obstacles that are represented by polygons.
In the following discussion, the links of the robot manipulators,
the carried rectangular object and the straight line connecting the two
robots bases together are modeled as a 6-link closed chain. In the
closed chain, the upper and the lower links of one manipulator, the
carried object, the lower and the upper links of the other manipulator
and the line segment connecting two robot bases are denoted as link
a1 to a6 respectively (see Fig. 1).
The length of each link ai in the 6-link closed chain is denoted as
Ii. It is assumed that all links of the manipulators have the same width
WR and the carried rectangular object has width woo Furthermore,
the centerlines of links ai and aH1 are assumed to be connected
by a revolute joint that is located at point Pi+1 and the centerlines
of link a1 and link a6 are assumed to be connected by the revolute
joint that is located at point H. The angle of the joint located at
Pi is denoted as 8i . The direction of 8i is defined in Fig. 1, where
the joint angles of one manipulator increase in the counter clockwise
direction, while the joint angles of the other manipulator increase in
the clockwise direction.
Our problem is to plan a path for each joint of the 6-link closed
chain so that the carried object can be moved from a given starting
position and orientation to a given final position and orientation
without colliding with obstacles. To find the collision-free path for
the 6-link closed chain, the following constraints must be satisfied:
III. FINDING COLLISION~FREE FEASIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
It is well-known from mechanics that a planar four bar linkage
has only one independent degree of freedom [23]. Therefore in
order to move a 6-link closed chain as described in Section II from
one configuration to another configuration, the positions of at least
three consecutive links in the closed chain need to be changed. For
convenience, any link of the closed chain in which the position of
one or both ends can be changed is called a changeable link. It can be
seen that all links, except a6, in the 6-link closed chain are changeable
links. Subsequently, each set of three consecutive changeable links
ae, ai+1 ai+2, where 1 ~ i ~ 3, in a 6-link closed chain is defined
to be a basic changeable unit BCU(ai,aH1,aH2). Therefore, there
are three basic changeable units BCU(a1, a2, a3), BCU(a2, a3' a4)
and BCU(U3,a4, as) in a 6-link closed chain .. Since there is one
degree of freedom of motion in a BCU, there are three degrees of
freedom of motion in a 6-link closed chain. In other words, there are
only three independent joint variables among 6 joints with the other
three being dependent variables.
1) The Closed-Chain Constraint: The adjacent links should always
be connected to each other.
2) The Link Collision-Free Constraints:
a) If two links are adjacent, one link is not allowed to pass
through the other link and no link can intersect the carried
rectangular object. In other words, 8i must be in the range
[0°,360°] for i =1,2,5, or 6. The ranges for joint angles
83 and 84 are based on the size of the object as well as on
the physical limits of the actuator and may be anywhere
in the range [0°,360°]. For the sake of illustration, the
range [90°,270°] will be used throughout the remainder
of this work.
b) The nonadjacent links in the 6-link closed chain are not
allowed to intersect one another.
3) The Obstacle Collision-Free Constraint: The 6-link closed
chain must not intersect any obstacles.
If these constraints are satisfied, then there is no collision between
the robot links, between the robot links and the carried object, and
between the 6-link closed chain and any obstacles in the environment.
For convenience, the joint angles in the 6-link closed chain are
represented as a 6-tuple (8ll 82 , 83 , 84 , 8s, ( 6 ) . An instance of
the 6-tuple that satisfies the closed-chain constraint is defined to
be a configuration of the 6-link closed chain. A configuration. that
satisfies the link collision-free constraints is defined to be a feasible
configuration. Furthermore, a feasible configuration that does not
collide with any obstacles is defined to be a collision-free feasible
configuration, which is denoted as CFFC. It is assumed that the
configurations of the 6-link closed chain at the given initial and
final positions and orientations of the carried object (link a3) are
collision-free and feasible.
Our goal is to find a sequence of collision-free feasible configu-
rations that connects the initial CFFC and the final CFFC. This task
can be achieved in two steps. In the first step, a collision-free feasible
configuration finding algorithm is employed to find all the CFFC's
for the closed chain at each quantized interval of two of the six joint
angles. The second step is composed of three parts. First, a collision
free path finding algorithm is employed to find the transitions between
two groups of CFFC's at each pair of adjacent joint intervals. Second,
a connection graph whose vertices are groups of CFFC's and whose
edges are transitions between groups of CFFC's at adjacent joint
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the motion range of lis (denoted MR(/h)), which









Fig. 3. An illustration of the two symmetric configurations that result from a
single position of a4. The configuration shown in the solid line is called a large
configuration and the one in the dashed line is called a small configuration.
Hence, the possible positions for P3 should be at the intersections
of LPCU2 and LPCU3' Since 12 + Is + 14 < IHP51, LPGu2 and
LPCU3 have two intersections so that two possible positions of P3
can be found. In other words, a given position or' a4 or a given 8,5
in M R( 85 ) can correspond to two possible positions for the passive
links a: and a3 and therefore two configurations can be obtained.
Thus all of the configurations of B GU (a2, a3,a4) are included in
this motion range.
B. Finding All the Feasible Configurations forBGU(a2, a3, a4)
In this section, we shall find a set of subregions of the motion range
,"vIR( 85 ) in which the link collision-free constraints are satisfied.
These subregions of M R((Js) are called the feasible regions and
are denoted by FR(85 ) . Once FR((Js) is found, all the feasible
configurations of B CU (a2, ax, a4) can be determined by restricting
the motion of 85 to F R(85 ) .
The link-collision-free constraints resulting from the requirement
that the links not collide with one another will be considered in two
categories based on whether the links are or are not adjacent. The
motivation for this distinction lies in the observation that collision
between adjacent links can be prevented by limiting the joint ranges
of the associated joints while collisions between nonadjacent links
must consider more geometric constraints.
1) Finding Subregions of M R( 8,5), which Satisfy the Link Colli-
sion-Free Constraint for Adjacent Links: It is easy to see that one
can guarantee that the adjacent links of BPU (a2' a3, a4) are collision
Our strategy to find all the <:::FFC's for a 6-link closed chain is to
find all the CFFC's generated by a BCD for each quantized motion
of the other two changeable links that are not in the BCD, The reason
for not using an analytic approach is that there is no simple mapping
from the three dependent joint variables to the independent variables
under consideration of all the constraints discussed in Section II. For
illustration, in the following discussion BCU(a2,a3,a4) is arbitrarily
chosen and the motion of links al and a5 of the closed chain
is quantized. The procedure would be identical if either of the
other two BCD's is selected. In the course of finding CFFC's, the
constraints given in Section II are satisfied one by one in the following
subsections. "
A. Finding All the Configurations for BCU (a2, a3. a4)
As defined earlier, a configuration of a closed chain is an instance
of the 6-tuple ( 81,82,83,84,85,86) which satisfies the closed-chain
constraint. Since B GU (a2' a3, a4) corresponds to three changeable
links a2, a3, and a4 that are adjacent and connected in a 6-link
closed chain, if the other two changeable links o.i and a5 which
are not in B C U (a2 , a3 , a4) are fixed, the position changes of the
three changeable links in BCU(a2, a3, a4) will generate a set of
configurations that satisfy the closed-chain constraint. Consequently,
our strategy to find all the configurations for the closed chain is to
find all the configurations fqr BCU(a2, a3, a4) at each quantized
position of the other two changeable links al and a5. Since the
closed-chain constraint requires that each pair of adjacent links be
connected to each other, it can be observed in Fig. 1 that a necessary
condition to satisfy the closed-chain constraint in B CU (a2' a3, a4 )
is that IP2P5 1 ::; Iz + 1J + 14 , where IP2P5 1 represents the distance
between points P2 and P5 . For convenience, it is assumed that this
constraint holds in the following discussion.
Since BGU (a2' a3, a4) has a single degree of freedom, it can
be represented by a single parameter. It can be observed that in
BGU(a2, a3, a4), if the position of one link (called the active link) is
changed, the positions of the other two links (called the passive links)
must be changed accordingly. Since the positions of links a2 and a4
can be uniquely described by joint angles 82 and 85 respectively, it
is convenient to choose one of them as the active link and choose
the corresponding joint angle to represent BCU (a2, a3. a4)' In the
following discussion, it is assumed that a4 is chosen as the active
link and BCU(a2, a3, a4) is described by the parameter 85 • Hence,
the task of finding all the configurations can be solved by finding the
motion range of 85 , denoted as M R(8 5 ) , in which the closed-chain
constraint can be satisfied. In order to find AI R(8,5), the following
definitions are introduced.
Definition 1: If one end of the centerline of a changeable link a;
is fixed at a point P, then all the possible positions for the other
end of the centerline of ai form a circle with radius 1; and center P.
This circle is called the link position circle of a, and is denoted as
LPCUi(P) or simply LPGui. 0
Definition 2: The circles that have a common center P2 and radii
(12 + h) and 112 -13 1 are defined as circle I and circle II, respectively.
o '
Based on the triangle inequality concept, it can be shown [24]
that the motion range M R( 8,5) in which the closed-chain constraint
is satisfied should be a set of regions on the link position circle
LPGU4 (Ps), which lies within circle I, but outside circle II. As an
example, if circle I intersects LPCU4 at hi and ba,but circle II does
not intersect LPCU4' the motion range M R( 85 ) is equal to the range
[< P6P5h2 , < P6P,5htl on LPGu4 ( see Fig. 2).
For a given position of the active link a4 or a given 8,5 in AI R( 8,5),
the possible positions of P3 (which connects the passive links a2 and
a3) should be on both LPCU2(P2 ) and LPCU3(P4 ) (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. A graphic interpretation of the mapping from the joint limit con-
straints on 82 and 8a onto ranges of 8s, denoted by R02 .03(8s).
free by restricting the range of 92 and 9s to be between 0 and 360
degrees and 9a and 94 to be between 90 and 270 degrees. Since 9s is
chosen as a parameter to represent BGU(a2, a3, a4), our approach is
to map these constraints onto the motion range of fJs. This mapping
is performed in the following two steps:
1) The constraint on the range of 92 and the constraint on the
range of 9a are mapped onto ranges of 9s.
2) The constraint on 94 is first mapped to ranges of 92 in a
procedure similar to step (1) and then the resulting ranges of
92 are mapped onto ranges of 9s.
The resulting set of valid motion ranges for 9s are then further
decomposed in order to distinguish regions which posses single
solution from those which have dual symmetric solutions. The need
for this decomposition arises from the fact that the inverse kinematic
mapping for revolute manipulators is multiple valued.
Mapping the valid joint ranges of93and 92 onto the ranges of9s: As
mentioned previously, the valid range of 9a is between 90 and 270
degrees and the valid range of 92 is between 0 and 360 degrees. Since
9s was chosen as the parameter to represent BGU(a2, (la, a4)' the
valid ranges of 9a and 92 should be mapped to ranges of 9s. These
ranges of 9s are denoted as R02 .8J (9s ). In other words, if 9s E
R0 2 .8J (9s ), the corresponding configurations have 9a E [90°,270°)
and 92 E [0°,360°).
To find R 02,03(9s), we consider links a2 and aa as a two link
manipulator in which the base is located at P2 and the end-effector
is located at P4. It can be observed in Fig. 4 that to guarantee
9a E [90°,270°) and 92 E [0°, 360°), the workspace of this two
link manipulator is bounded by a ring. The outer boundary circle of
the ring is circle I with center P2 and radius 12 + la. The interior
boundary circle of the ring is denoted as circle III, which has center
P2 and radius y'1~ + 15 (see Fig. 4). By the closed-chain constraint,
aa and a4 must be connected. Consequently, R02.03 (9s) will be a set
of regions on the link position circle LPG0 4 , which lie within the
outer boundary circle I, but outside the interior boundary circle III.
Based on the relative positions between circles I, III and LPG04'
R02.8J (9s) will fall into one of following three cases.
Case1: If LPG0 4 is inside circle III, then R 02.03(9s) = 4>.
Case 2: If LPG04 is outside circle III, but intersects circle I at points
F, and F., then R0 2 .8J (9s) = [< P6PsFt,< P6PsF.).
Case 3: If circle III intersects LPG04 at points UI and U. and circle
I intersects LPG0 4 at points FI and F., then"R02,03(9s) =
[< P6PsF., < P6PSU.] u [< P6PSU" < P6PsFd.
As an example, case 3 is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed from
the previous three cases that R0 2 .8J (9s) may contain two disjoint
ranges of 9s values, a single valid range, or no valid range. Since I and
III have center P2 and LPG04 has center Ps, a possible single valid
Fig. 5. One rangeof 82can be mapped to two ranges of 8s.
range of 9s or two possible valid disjoint ranges will be symmetric
with respect to P2Ps, where P2Ps represents the straight line between
points P; and Ps.
Mapping the valid range of 94 onto ranges of 9s: Since it is not
easy to directly map the valid range of 84 onto ranges of 8s, the valid
range of 84 is first mapped onto ranges of 92, which are denoted
Ro. (92), then Ro. (92) is mapped to ranges of 9s, which are denoted
Ro. (9s). Thus for each 9s E Ro. ((Js), at least one corresponding
configuration has 84 E [90°,270°).
To obtain Ro. (t'J2), a procedure that is similar to finding R02,o;(8s)
can be used. After finding Ro.(92 ) , the closed-chain constraint upon
Ro. (92) is checked by an approach similar to that given in Section
III-A Subsequently, the valid range of Re.(82), which satisfies the
closed-chain constraint can be mapped to a set of regions of 9s, i.e.,
Ro. (9s). To find this ROi (9s), the following definition needs to be
introduced.
Definition 3: In BGU(a2, aa, a4), for any given 92, there are two
possible configurations. In order to distinguish between these two
configurations, i~ can be noted that the 9a in one configuration is larger
than that in the other configuration, The term small configuration with
respect to 92 or simply small cOflfiguration will be used to refer to
the configuration that has the smaller value of 93, Similarly, the term
large configuration with respect to 92 or simply large configuration
will be used to refer to the configuration that has the larger value
of 9a. The analogous definition can be made for a given value of
9s based on the value of 84. These two configurations are illustrated
in Fig. 3. 0
Since one 92 corresponds to two configurations or two values of
9s, a range of 92 can be mapped to two ranges of 8s. In order
to find this mapping, it is assumed that there is a valid range of
Ro.(92 ) , i.e., R o. (82 ) = [82min, 92max). To map [82min,82max) to
the ranges of 9s, the two boundaries 82min and 92max are mapped
first. Since both 92min and 92max correspond to two values of 9s
(one for small configuration and one for large configuration). For
convenience, it is assumed that 82min is mapped to 8~ min (for
the small configuration) and 8~ min (for tile large configuration).
Similarly, 92max is assumed to be mapped to 9~max (for the small
configuration) and 8~ max (for the large configuration). Thus two
ranges that are the range between 8~ min and (J~mo.x for the large
configurations and the range between 9~ min and 9~ max for the small
configurations can be obtained (see Fig. 5). Unfortunately, it can be
shown that there exist cases in whichthe range [8~ min' 8~ max] or the
range [9~ min,9~ max) is not the complete mapping of [92!"in, 92max)'
As an example, consider the case shown in Fig. 6. When 92 decreases
from 92max to·92 min, 9s increases from 9; max to some point A, and
then starts to decrease from A to 9~ min' To explain this phenomenon,
a property of 13GU(a2, aa, a4) is introduced.
Property 1: In BGU(a2,aa,a4), if 12 + la < IPl!PsI+ 14, then
a2 and aa can become aligned. When a2 and aa are aligned, 9s
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Increase
Fig. 6. An illustration of the case where the extremal values of the range
of 82are not mapped to extremal value of the range of 8s.
Fig. 7. If 112 + 131 < IP2P.s l + 14, then not all values of 8s can satisfy the
closed-chain constraint. The maximum and minimum allowable values of 8s,
denoted 8s max and 8s min, occur when links a2 and a3 are aligned. The 82.
The 82 values in these cases are denoted 8balign and 82align, respectively.
will reach its maximum value Osmax or its minimum value Osmin.
The value of O2 is denoted as O~align if Os = Osmax or O~align if
Os = OSmin. D
This property can be explained by Fig. 7. It can be shown in Fig.
7 that if the condition /2 + ls < \P2Ps l + /4 holds, the circle with
center P2 and radius /2 + b can intersect L PCG4 so that a2 and
a3 can become aligned. When aa and a3 are aligned, the distance
between P2 and P4 reaches its maximum. Consequently, Os cannot
become any larger or smaller.
Based on Property 1, if Obalign or O~align is not inside the valid
range of O2 , when O2 monotonically decreases from one boundary to
another boundary, corresponding Os will monotonically increases or
decreases from one boundary to another boundary. For illustration,
in the case of the large configurations (the case for the small
configurations can be discussed in a similar way), it can be shown
in Fig. 8 that when 02min.02max > Obalign, if O2 decreases from
O2 max to O2 min, the distance between P2 and P4 increases so that Os
increases. Thus [02 min, O2 max] is mapped to [0; max. 0; min]' In Fig.
9, since O2 min. O2 max < Obalign, if O2 decreases from O2 max to O2 min,
the distance betweenP, and P4 also decreases so that Os decreases.
Thus [02min.02max] is mapped to [O;min.O;max]. However, if
OLlign or O~align is inside the range of O2 , the previous two cases
should be combined. For instance, since the case shown in Fig. 6 has






Fig. 8. If all vallies in the range [82min82max] are larger than 8~align then
[82min82max] is mapped to [8Amax8;min]
Os increases from 0; max to A that is equal to Osmax and a2 and a3
become aligned. If O2 continues to decrease from O~align to O2 min, Os
starts to decrease from OSmax to O;min' Consequently, [02min, 02max]
is mapped to [min (O;min,O;max).OSmax]. The previous discussion
can be summarized in the algorithm given previously.
Algorithm 1: To map the range [02min.B 2max] to the ranges of Os,
1) map the boundaries of the range [02 min. O2 max] to the ranges of
05 , i.e., map O2 min and O2 max to 0; min and O~ max for the large
configurations respectively, and 0; min and 0; max for the small
configurations respectively.
2) map O2 between the boundaries of the range [02 min. O2max] to
the ranges of Os.
a) for the large configurations, the following three cases hold:
• if O2 max. O2 min > O~align' then [02 min. O2 max] is mapped
to [OA max. 0; min],
• if O2 min :s: O~align :s: O2 max, then [02 min, O2 max] is
mapped to [min (O;min,O;max),Osmax],
• if O2 max, O2 min < O~align, then [02 min, O2 max] is mapped
to [O;min.O;max];
b) for the small configurations, the following three cases hold:
• if O2 max. O2 min > O~align' then [02 min. O2 max] is mapped
to [e~min,e5max],
• if O2 min :s: O~align :s: O2 max, then [02 min, O2 max] is
mapped to [Os min. max (0; min. O;max)],
• if02max.02min < O~align, then [02min.02max] is mapped
to [e;max.85min]' 0




Fig. 9. If all values in the range [92min 92max] are smaller than 9~align then
[92min92max] is mapped to [9~min9~max]'
for the large configurations
for the small configurations
Fig. 10. Two ranges of 92 can be mapped to four ranges of 95.
The previous discussion is based on the assumption that the valid
region of R04(02 ) contain a single range. However, it may consist
of two disjoint ranges. If valid region of R04 (02 ) consists of two
disjoint ranges, say, [02min' , O2max'] and [02min2, O2max2], R04(05)
will consist of four ranges (see Fig. 10). They are the ranges for
small configurations and large configurations that are mapped from
[02 min" O2 max'] and the ranges for small configurations and large
configurations that are mapped from [02 min2, O2 max2]. The bound-
aries of these four ranges are determined by applying Algorithm 1.
Decomposing Ro4(Os): As described previously, each value
of 05 E MR(Os) corresponds to two configurations (the small
configuration and the large configuration). After mapping R04(02)
to Ro4(Os), it is guaranteed that for each 05 E Ro4(Os), at least one
corresponding configuration has O2 E Ro4 ( O2 ) so that at least one
corresponding configuration has 04 E [900 , 270Q] , However, there is
no guarantee that the other configuration has 04 E [90°,270°]. Since
a set of subregions of M R( 05) in which all the configurations satisfy
the link collision-free constraint for adjacent links is needed, R04 (05)
should be decomposed in order to recognize in which subregions of
R04 (05), each 05 corresponds to two corresponding configurations
with O2 E R04(02) and in which subregions of R04(05), each 05
corresponds to one small (or large) corresponding configuration with
O2 E R04 (02 ) . In order to perform this decomposition, the following
definition is first be introduced.
Definition 4: Let M(Os) denote any subregion of MR(Os) so
that each 05 E M(Os) corresponds to two configurations (the large
configuration and the small configuration). If in some subregions
of M(Os), only the small configurations are being considered, then
these subregions are called small-one-configuration regions and are
denoted as SU B; -M(Os). If in some subregions of M(Os), only the
large configurations are being considered, then these subregions of
M (05) are called large-one-configuration regions and are denoted
as SU B, - M(Os). Similarly, if both the large configurations and
the small configurations are being considered, they are called two-
configuration regions and are denoted as SU B 2 ., M(8s ). 0
By Definition 4, R04(05) can be decomposed so tha] R04(05) =
SU B2-R04(05) U SU B s-R04(05) U SU B,-R04(05), where
SUB2-Ro4(Os) contains all the subregions of Ro4(Os) in which
each 05 corresponds to two configurations with 02 E R04 (02) and
SU B s-R04(05) ( or SU BI-R04 (05» contains all the subregions
of R04 (05) in which each 05 corresponds to one small ( or one large
) configuration that has O2 E R04(02 ) ,
It can be shown [25] that all the possible subregions of Ro4(Os) in
which each 05 corresponds to two configurations with O2 E R04 (02 )
will belong to one of the following cases:
1) For each valid range of R04 (02-), jf the Fase shown in Fig. 6
occurs then the subregion of R04 (05) that is traveled by 85
twice when 02 moves from one boundary to another belongs
to SU B2-R04(05). Thus the region [0; min' A] shown in Fig.
6, where A = OSmax, belongs to SU B 2 - Ro4 (Os).
2) Recall that the two disjoint subregions of valid R04(02 ) can be
mapped to four continuous regions of 05 (see Fig. 10). If 85
is in the intersection between any two of these four regions of
Os, it can correspond to two configurations with 82 E R04 (02 ) .
After finding SU B 2 - R04 (05 )(9,1; ), the subregions for the large
and small configurations, SU B, - R04(05) and SUBs - R04(05),
will be found by identifying the position of O~align and 8~align in
R04(02 ) . As mentioned earlier, each valid range of R04(02 ) can be
mapped to two ranges of Os. One is for the small configurations with
respect to O2 and the other is for the large configurations with respect
to O2 • It can be shown [25] that in each subregion of &4(05) which
is mapped for the large configurations (or small configurations) with
respect to O2 and is not in SUB2 - R04(Os),
1) if a range in this subregion of 05 is mapped by the range of O2
in which each 02 is greater than 8~align (or 8~align), it belongs
to SU Bi - R04 (85 ) ;
2) if a range in this subregion of Os is mapped by the range of
O2 in which each O2 is less than O~align (or O~alig~), it belongs
to SUB" - R04(05).
After finding SU B 2-R04(05), SU Bl-Ro4(05) and SUBs
- R04(05), if 05 belongs to one of them, all the corresponding
configurations have 04 E [90°,270°]. As mentioned earlier, for
each 05 E R02h (05), all the corresponding configurations have 82
in its valid range [0°,360°] and 03 in its valid range [90°,270°].
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Consequently, if 8s E MR(8 s) n R02,03(1h) n Ro4(8s), the
corresponding configurations will satisfy the link collision-free
constraint for adjacent links. However, for doing these intersection,
attention should be paid to the facts that IvIR(8 s ) and R02,03(8s )
are two-configuration regions; and R04 (8s) is the union of two-
configuration regions, SUBs - M(8s)s and SUBt - M(8s)s.
Finding Subregions of M R( 8s ), which Satisfy the Link Collision-
Free Constraint for Nonadjacent Links: To satisfy the link collision-
free constraint for nonadjacent links, it can be observed from a 6-link
closed chain that:
1) Since BCU(a2, a3, a4) is being discussed, the positions of
links aj, as and a6 are fixed. The easily identified values of
8 j and 86 that result in a collision of these links need not be
further analyzed.
2) The collision between the two nonadjacent changeable links
a2 and a4 can be avoided by imposing appropriate limits to
83 and 84 . Here it is assumed that 83 and 84 are within the
range [900,2700 ] .
3) The changeable links a2, a3 and a4 can possibly intersect the
fixed links a], as or a6. Since 83 and 84 must be in the range
[900,2700 ] , the changeable links a2, Q3 or Q1 can possibly
intersect the fixed links aj, as or a6 only if 8s or (12 becomes
small.
The values of 8scontact (or 82contact), defined as the value of 8s (or
( 2) when one of a3 and a4 (or one of a3 and a2) touches aj, Qs
or a6, can be found according to the geometric relationships of the
6-link closed chain. Subsequently, a subregion R n o n (85) of AIR(8 s)
in which each configuration has 8s ~ 8scontact and 82 ~ 82contact
can be obtained by the method described in the previous sections.
Hence, if 8s E R n o n (8s), the link collision-free constraint for
nonadjacent links can be satisfied. Consequently, we can conclude
that the feasible region F R( 8s) in which the link collision-free
constraints are satisfied is the intersection between the ranges that
satisfy the link-collision-free constraints for adjacent links and the
ranges that satisfy the link-collision-free constraint for nonadjacent
links. Thus all of the feasible configurations are included in this
feasible region.
C. Finding All the Collision-Free Feasible Configurations
In the last section it was shown how the feasible regions F R( 8s )
could be computed. If there are obstacles in the environment, then any
collision with these obstacles should also be avoided. In this section,
the subregions of F R( 8s) in which each feasible configuration is
collision-free will be found. In the following discussion, a single-
obstacle environment is studied. For an environment with multiple
obstacles, the principle of superposition can be applied so that
the subregions of F R( 8s) in which each feasible configuration is
collision-free are equal to the intersection of those in each single-
obstacle environment. The simplest case in which the link widths,
i.e., WQ and W R, are equal to zero and the obstacle is a convex
polygon is presented. If the obstacle is a concave polygon, it can
be decomposed as a combination of several convex polygons. If
WQ and W R are not equal to zero, the results can be modified
by shrinking the width of the carried object and the robot arms
to zero and enlarging the size of the obstacle accordingly [2], [3].
Generally speaking, this method becomes cumbersome when arbitrary
orientations are allowed. However, in this case, one is dealing with
a constraint mechanism so that general orientations are not allowed.
In the following discussion, it will be shown that the algorithm is
only concerned with the distance between the corner or edge of the
obstacle and the outer boundary of the carried object (link a3). This
allows the obstacles to be grown in a straight forward manner.
Fig, 11. An illustration for finding PCFFER o 4 (8s).
Now, assuming there is one convex obstacle in the workspace
and the widths of the carried object and robot links are zero (i.e.,
ll'Q = 0 and W R = 0), subregions of F R( 8s), which satisfy the
collision-free constraint can be obtained by considering the collision-
freeness of each changeable link of a2, a3 and a4 one by one in
BCU(a2,a3,a4). The procedure is given in the following:
1) Find subregions of F R( 8s) in which the corresponding posi-
tions of a4 do not have any collision with the obstacle. Such a
subregion is called a possible collision-free feasible region of
a4 and is denoted PCF F R04(8s).
2) Find subregions of PCF F R 04 (8s) in which the corresponding
positions of Q4 and Q2 do not have any collision with the
obstacle. Similarly, each of these subregions is called a possible
collision-free feasible region of a2 and a1 and is denoted
PCFFR02,04(8s ).
3) Find subregions of PCF F R 02,04 (8s) in which the corre-
sponding positions of all changeable links Q2, a3 and aj
are collision-free with the obstacle. Each of these subre-
gions is called a collision-free feasible region and is denoted
CFFR(8s ) or simply a CFFR.
Each step is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Finding PC F F R 04 (8s) and PCF F R 02,04 (8s): Suppose there
is an obstacle OJ in the environment that intersects LPC04 at points
A. and B, where 8S A > 8GB (see Fig. 11). To find PCFFR04(8G ) ,
a set of rays from P; to A, B and to each corner of OJ which is
inside LPC04 can be obtained. The angles from link as to each
ray are calculated, then the smallest and largest angles 8SB ' and
8S A ' among them are selected. Assuming 8m~x' and 8min, are the
largest and smallest angles of F R( 8s), then PCF F R04(85 ) =
[8sA,.8smax'] + [8smin,,8sB']' By a similar approach, the sub-
regions of a2 in which a2 does not collide with an obstacle can be
obtained. Subsequently, by using the method discussed in the previous
sections, these subregions of 82 are mapped to the ranges of 8s, which
are denoted as PCFFR02(8s ). For each 8s E PCFFR02(8s ),
in the corresponding configurations, there is no collision between
aa and the obstacle. Consequently, PCFFR02,04(8s) in which the
corresponding positions of a4 and a2 do not have any collision with
the obstacle is equal to PCF F R 04(85 ) n PCF F R 02(8s).
Finding CF F R: Now our goal is to find collision-free feasible
regions (CFFR's) that are subregions of PCFFR02,a4(8s ) and in
which all the changeable links a2, a3 and a4 are collision-free with
the obstacle. For convenience, PCF F R 02,04 (8s) i and C F F tc,
where i = 2,s.l, are used to represent a PCFFR02,04(8s) and a
CFFR, which is a two-configuration region, a SU B s - M (85 ) , or a
SUB t - AI(8 5 ) . respectively. Since a CFFR' is a subregion of a
PCF F R 02,04 (85)', there should be some collision-free feasible con-
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Fig. 12. An illustrationof the technique used for finding critical CFFC's
that determines the boundaries of collision-free feasible regions.
figurations (CFFC's) that divide PCFF R~2'0. into several nonzero
subregions. This kind of CFFC in a PCF F R02,0. (8s) i is called a
critical CFFC, since the subregion that is at one side of the CFFC is a
CFFR, but the one that is at the other side of the CFFC is not collision-
free. Obviously, if all the critical CFFC's can be obtained, then all the
CFFR's can be found as well. Subsequently, all the CFFC's can be
found. To find the critical CFFC's, the following lemma is introduced.
Lemma 1: If a 6-link closed chain is in a critical CFFC of a
PCFFR02,0.(8s)i, then aa must pass through a comer or an edge
of the obstacle. 0
It is easy to show that this lemma is true since link cs is a line
segment and the obstacle is a convex polygon.
By Lemma 1, the critical CFFC's can be found by finding the
CFFC's in which the location of aa touches a comer or an edge of
the obstacle. Now let's consider a critical CFFC that touches a comer
of an obstacle. In this critical CFFC, aa should touch a comer of the
obstacle; 8s should be in a PCFFR0 2 ,oa (8s ); and 82 should be in
PCFFR02(82), which is the mapping of PCFFR0 2 ,oa (8s ). Our
strategy to find this critical CFFC is described as follows: 1) for each
PCFFR0 2 ,oa (8s ), find its mapping on 82, i.e., PCFFR02(82);
2) since not all the configurations on PCF F R02(82) can touch the
comer of the obstacle, find the subrange of PCF F R02(( 2) in which
the configurations can possibly touch the corner of the obstacle; (3)
find the subrange of PCF F R02,oa(8s) in which the configurations
possibly touch the comer of the obstacle and have one end of aa
on the range obtained in Step 2; (4) use the geometric relationships
to locate a configuration in which ca passes through a comer of the
obstacle and has its two ends at the ranges obtained in Step 2 and
Step 3 respectively.
Before giving the details of the algorithm, for convenience, a
notation that builds the relationship between 8s ( ( 2) and a point
on the circle LPCo• ( LPC02) is first introduced. In the following
discussion, as each position of a4 (or a2) corresponds to a distinct
value of 8s (or (2), it is assumed that if the changeable end of the
centerline of a4 (or a2) is at a point P on LPCo• (or LPC02), the
corresponding 8s (or ( 2) is denoted as 8sp (or 82P). Suppose one
is given a [8s.,,8s• 2 ) which is a PCFFR02,0.(8s)' (i =s, 1) on
LPCo., and vs which is a corner of the obstacle (see Fig. 12), an
algorithm that locates the critical CFFC within PCF F R02,0. (8s)'
and touching comer va is given as following.
Algorithm 2:
1) Find PCFFR02(82) = [82'~ ,82.;] which is the mapping of
PCFFR02,0.(8s)i on LPC02'
2) Find the subrange [T1,T2) of PCFFR02(82) = [~2.~,82';]
~2
Fig. 13. The region in which a critical CFFC may exist.
in which the configurations can possibly touch the comer of the
obstacle by calculating the possible intersection of line Sl vs with
LPC02 (P2), denoted t1 and the intersection of line VaS2 with
LPC02(P2), denoted t2.
a) If both intersections do not exist or the intersection of the two
arcs t 1 t2 and s~ s; is empty, then [T1,T2) is empty , i.e., there
is no critical CFFC with respect to the comer Va. Stop.
b) If both hand t2 exist and the intersection between arcs s~ s;
and fIt2 is not empty, [T1T2 ] is equal to this intersection, i.e.,
t 1t2 n s~s;.
c) If there exists only one ti, i = 1 or 2 , the line tisi would
separate the entire plane into two subplanes and separate
LPC02 into two arcs.
• If the intersection between s~ s; and one arc of LPC02
which is in the same subplane with line SiVa, where
i,j = 1,2, i # j, is empty, then [Tl, T2 ) is empty, i.e.,
there is no critical CFFC with respect to the comer Va.
Stop.
• Otherwise, T1T2 is equal to s~s;.
3) Find the subrange [K1,K2) of PCFFR0 2 ,oa (8s ) in which the
configurations possibly touch the comer of the obstacle and have
one end of aa on the range obtained in Step 2 by calculating the
possible intersection of line T1va with LPCo•(Ps), denoted K 1
and the intersection of line T2va with LPCo.(Ps), denoted K 2
(see Fig. 13).
4) Use a set of equations derived from the geometric properties of
the area shown in Fig. 13 [25] to find a line segment L with
length la; which has one end on [T1, T2] of LPC02, one end on
[K1, K 2] of LPCo., and passes through Va. If line segment L
exists, then a feasible position of aa in the area shown in Fig.
13 can be found. This feasible position of aa defines a critical
CFFC. 0
After checking each comer of the obstacle, the edges of the obstacle
should also be checked by overlapping link aa with the edges of the
obstacle. If there is a collision-free feasible configuration in which
link aa and an edge of the obstacle overlap, it is a critical CFFC. After
finding all the critical CFFC's in all the PCFF R 02,0. (8s)'s, all the
CFFR's and hence all the CFFC's for a single-obstacle environment
can be determined.
IV. FINDING A COLLISION-FREE PATII
In the previous section, all of the CFFC's in B CU (a2, aa, a4) in
terms of 8s have been found for a set of quantized values of 81 and 86 •
Since 81 , 86 and 8s have been chosen as the independent variables,
the collision-free path finding problem with these three independent
variables can be solved in the following four steps:
1) Find the transitions between CFFRi's (i = 2,1,s ) at fixed
values of 81 and 86 . '
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2) Find the transitions between C F F R' 's at adjacent ( quantized
) values of 81 and 86 .
3) Build a connection graph in which each vertex is a C F F R'
in BCU(02.03.04) for a specific 01 and 06 , and each edge is
a transition between a pair of C F F R' 's at fixed values of 81
and 86 or at adjacent ( quantized) values of 01 and 86 .
4) Search a collision-free path for the 6-link closed chain in the
connection graph.
The details are discussed in the following subsections.
A. Finding Transitions Between C F F R' 's (i = 2, s, I) In different
BCU(a2, 03, 04)' s
For a specific 81 and 86 , there is one degree of freedom that
is represented by 05 in BCU(02,03,04). A transition is defined
to exist between two CFFRi,s (i = 2, I,s) in BCU(02,03,04)
if when the value of 85 is changed continuously, a CFFC in one
C F F Ri can be automatically transferred to a CFFC in another
C F F R i . There are three possible types of transitions based on the
combination of different types of CFFRs: (1) transitions between
C F FCis (i = 2, I, s) in separate C F F R' s, (2) transitions between
CFFC's in a CFFRi (i f:: 2) and a CFFR2, and (3) transitions
between a C F FCl and a C F Fe' in a C F Fs', Since there is
only one degree of freedom in the BCU(02, 03, 04), by definition
the transitions between two separate CFFR's cannot exist. Therefore,
the transitions in the case 1 discussed previously cannot exist, and
only special situations in the case 2, and 3 can exist. These special
situations are listed as follows:
1) a CFFR I and a CFFRl which belongs to a CFFR2 (or a
C F F R' and a C F F R' which belongs to a C F F R 2) contain
a common 85 , i.e, they are connected by a point on LPCa4'
2) If in a two-configuration region C F F R 2 , there is a point at
which 02 and 03 become aligned, then the C F F R S and the
C F F R l which belong to the C F F R2 can be transferred to
each other. The point at which 02 and 03 become aligned is
normally at the boundary of the motion region M R((Js).
B. Finding Transitions between C F F R' 's (i = 2, s, l) in Different
BCU(02, 03, 04)' S
In addition to the transitions between CFFtr:« (i = 2,s, I ) in
a BCU(02, 03, 04) with the same 81 and 86 , transitions between
CFFRi,s in two different BCU(02,03.04)'S which have different
quantized values of 81 or different quantized values of 86 need to be
found. For each BCV, there are three kinds of CFFR's: C F F R 2
( which is composed of a C F F R l and C F FW), C F F R 1 and
C F F R S • In the following discussion, for convenience, it is assumed
that (1) a CFFR2 is considered as an independent CFFR1 and an
independent CFFR', (2) if a CFFRJ (j =I,s) and a CFFRJ
which belongs to a C F F R 2 are connected by a point, they are
considered as one C F F RJ. Due to this assumption, for adjacent
BCV's, only transition between the same kind of C F F R' s, i.e.,
between CFFRl,s or CFFR"s and transition between CFFRl
and C F F H' need to be discussed. In the following, transitions
between CFFR's in two adjacent BCV's, which have have different
(quantized) values of 81 and the same value of 86 are discussed.
Transitions for BCV's with the same value of 81 but adjacent values
of 86 can be obtained in a similar manner.
For convenience, the notation BCU(02.03.01l10~',0~' will be
used to represent BCU(02,03,04') at a specific value of 81
(81 in this case) and a specific value of 86 (8g in this
case), and CFFR'(k)o,;"o;; is used to represent the k-th
CFFRi ( i = s or I ) in BCU(02,03. 04)10,;,,0;;, First let's
discuss the transitions between the same type of the CFFR's.
Assume there are two of the same type of collision-free
feasible regions: CFFRi(k)o,;"o;; in BCU(02,03,04)lo,;,,0;; and
CFFRi(k')o=+l on in BCU(02,03.04)lo=+1 on' The transitions
1 '6 1 '6
between them will be based on the geometric relationship among
two corresponding BCV's. Since these two CFFR's have different
values of 81 but the same value of 86 , the corresponding BCV's,
i.e., BCU(02,03, 04)10';',0;; and BCU(02,03, 04)l o;n+1,0;; also have
the same value of 86 • Therefore, they have the same link position
circles LPCa4' As mentioned earlier, for each BCV, C F F R"s
are separated by obstacles and therefore one C F F R' cannot be
transferred to another C F F R i in a specific BCV. Thus if there
is a transition between CFFRi(1..~)O';',o;; and CFFR'(k'}o;n+J,o;;'
CFFRi(k)o,;"o;; n CFFR'(k')o;n+l,o;; must not be empty. If
the quantization intervals of 81 and 86 are sufficiently small
then in the case C F F Ri(k)o~' .0;; and CFF R'(k')o;n+J ,0;; are
collision-free at quantized values 81 and 8~+1 for both BCV,
CFFRi(k)oJ'o;; and CFFR'(k')ol,ofj are collision-free for each
value of 81 in the interval between 81 and 8~+1. Consequently,
if CFFRi(k)o,;"o;; n CFFR'(k')o;n+I,o;; f:: 0, then there is
a transition between CFFRi(k)o= on and CFFR'(k'}o=+1 on'
1 ' 6 1 '6
If there are two different types of collision-free feasible regions
CFFRi(k)o~',o;; and CFFRJ(k')o;n+i,o;; where i,j = s, I, i f:: j,
whether there is a transition between them depends on if there is a
point in CFFRi(k)o= on n CFFRj(k'}o=+' on, which can make
1 ' 6 1 '6
02 and 03 become aligned, because it is the only case in which the
large configuration can be transferred to the small configuration.
After finding all CFFR's and all the possible transitions among
them, a connection graph can be built. In this connection graph, each
vertex is a CFFR and each edge is a transition among CFFR's. Since
there are three degrees of freedoms, the connection graph can be
represented in a three-dimensional space with independent variables
81, 86 and 8,5, Because the connection graph represents all the free
space in the joint space of the 6-link closed chain, a collision-free
path of the closed chain can be searched in this connection graph.
C. An Example
The following example illustrates the construction of a connection
graph. After all of the C F F R"s for the 6-link closed chain have
been found in term of 81 , 85 and 86 , a connection graph can be
described in a 3-D space for different values of 81, 85 and 86 ,
where 81 and 86 are chosen as the axes in the horizontal plane
and 85 is chosen as the vertical axis. In this example, variables
81 and 86 are quantized. A point on the 81 - 86 plane which
corresponds to a specific quantized value of 81 and 86 defines a
unique BCU(02,03,odlo l,06' Since there is only one degree of
freedom of motion in BCU(02, 03. 04)10, ,06' vertical line segments
which originate from a point on 81-86 plane and parallel to the 85 -
axis can represent all the C F F tr-« in BCU(02, 03, 04 )10, ,06 (with
two parallel segments to denote two-configurations). These CFFR's
are the vertices of the connection graph (see Fig. 14). If there is a
transition between two of these C F F R' 's, an edge in the connection
graph can be drawn (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 14). After all the
transitions between C F F R"s (i = 2, s.l ) are found, a connection
graph is built. Consequently, a collision-free path for the 6-link closed
chain can be obtained by applying a graph search method in the
connection graph.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed an off-line approach for planning a
collision-free path for two robot manipulators that cooperate in
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carrying a rectangular object in a 2-D environment. The central
concept of this approach is to map the free space in the Cartesian
world space to the robot's joint space. In the joint free space, each
joint configuration of the robots satisfies the closed-chain constraint,
the link collision-free constraints, and the obstacle collision-free
constraint. A collision-free path for the robots is then computed in
this joint free space. Two major algorithms, namely the collision-
free feasible configuration finding algorithm and the collision-free
path finding algorithm, are employed in this approach. Although the
approach described here is precise enough to deal with a cluttered
environment, it may still be regarded as an approximation method
in practice. This is because (1) 81 and 86 are quantized, and (2) the
carried object is approximated by a rectangle. To relax the second
assumption, the results reported here are currently being expanded
to polygonal objects.
Fig. 14. A connection graph showing all possible collision-free feasible con-
figurations for a 6-link closed chain. A collision-free path of the 6-link closed
chain from initial position CFFRS(l)o~o~ to final position CFFR1(1)O~O~'
which is shown by bold dashed lines.
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